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Addressing Vendor Misuse and Protecting Your Assets



By the end of this 
session, you’ll get…

Contract clauses

To protect yourself 
against errant AI vendors

A free tool

To keep track of which 
vendors are AI vendors



But more importantly, 
become the AI security 

expert on your team



Clarence Chio Kao Zi Chong

● Co-founder & CTO, Unit21 
Risk / compliance, raised $92m, $700m val

● Applied ML Lecturer at UC Berkeley

● Author, “Machine Learning and Security” 
(O’Reilly, 2018)

● Early engineer, Stripe Issuing
Grew the product from $30m -> $1.1b GMV 

● Eng manager, Stripe BaaS Onboarding & 
Compliance

● Tech lead, Quora topic labeling & entity 
recognition

Who are these guys??





Worries that 
you have

Is my AI vendor using my data to train their models?

Is my AI vendor co-mingling my data with my competitor’s data?

Is my AI vendor encrypting my data before using it for inference or training?

Is my AI vendor’s product’s results reproducible and auditable?

Is my AI vendor using my data in a way that puts me out of compliance?

Is my AI vendor’s product tested for resilience against vulnerabilities?

Is my AI vendor’s product audited for bias?

Is my AI vendor going to expose me to reputation risk?

Is my AI vendor’s product going to hallucinate?

Is my AI vendor sending my data to 4th parties and subprocessors?

Is my AI vendor’s product adequately protected against insider threats?

Is my AI vendor protecting themselves against data leakage?

Is my AI vendor’s models susceptible to undetected model drift?

Is my AI vendor’s underlying AI infrastructure hosted on infrastructure they operate?

…



Worries that 
you have

+ addressed by 
current TPRM 

processes
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Is my AI vendor’s product tested for resilience against vulnerabilities?

Is my AI vendor’s product audited for bias?

Is my AI vendor going to expose me to reputation risk?

Is my AI vendor’s product going to hallucinate?

Is my AI vendor sending my data to 4th parties and subprocessors?

Is my AI vendor’s product adequately protected against insider threats?

Is my AI vendor protecting themselves against data leakage?

Is my AI vendor’s models susceptible to undetected model drift?

Is my AI vendor’s underlying AI infrastructure hosted on infrastructure they operate?

…



Hold on… who are these “AI Vendors” anyway?



We don’t have many AI vendors today



Yes you do, and you’ll have more, whether you know / like it or not
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How do you know which vendors are “AI vendors”?



Do all AI vendors misuse data?



Risks & implications



What have others done about it?

1. Come up with AI vendor policies 2. Issue a new questionnaire



What have others done about it?

3. Block AI vendors





But really though… what should you do about it?



Balancing innovation & security



AI vendor risk mitigation strategy

1
Know your stand

Develop your AI vendor policies, 
assessment procedures & requirements

2
Develop Contractual Safeguards

Build in legal protections to show you mean it

3
Scope your the problem

Keep track your AI vendors, 
put them through appropriate assessments

4
Trust, but verify

Don’t just take their word for it, 
attest to their proper handling of your data.



1. Know your stand
Develop your AI vendor policies, assessment procedures & requirements



2. Develop Contractual Safeguards
Build in legal protections to show you mean it



2 Develop Contractual Safeguards
Build in legal protections to show you mean it



3 Scope your the problem
Keep track your AI vendors, put them through appropriate assessments



4 Trust, but verify
Don’t just take their word for it, attest to their proper handling of your data



How does Coverbase solve this?

A way for enterprises to 
understand the safety, reliability, 
and risks of AI products

A way for AI vendors to 
communicate their product’s 
safety and reliability to customers

Without reading 60-page papers published by 
vendors

Without independently convincing each new 
customer of why it’s safe to work with them

A way for both buyers and sellers to 
get independent attestation of the 
vendor’s AI safety and compliance

So enterprises don’t have to just take the vendor’s 
word for it

1 2 3



Product

Software Code Analysis tool
free to use, whitebox code

Enterprise vendor management tool
enterprise saas license



Product



Our team is made up AI engineers & researchers that have built products 
used by top security, risk, and finance companies.



Talk to us
contact@coverbase.ai


